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POWER DAY TO DAY

E-Force One AG vehicles make up the biggest e-truck fleet on the road in 

the regional and urban delivery and general cargo sector. For commercial 

and municipal operations. In day-to-day operation, their contribution towards 

lowering emissions and noise is particularly welcome in built-up areas. 

STARK IN DER PERFORMANCE

EFORCE vehicles produce some impressive performance figures when it 

comes to acceleration, range and cost-effectiveness.  When combining 

bodies and components, we take into account a range of factors, including 

set routes, gradients and driving/rest times. We then calculate the required 

battery size, making ideal use of the gross vehicle weight to ensure top 

performance. To ensure that the vehicles always deliver their full output and 

range, the entire fleet is monitored remotely.

OUTSTANDING ROBUSTNESS

The GPM IV’s unique crusher mechanism ensures optimum use is made of 

the body’s capacity, while the curved floor and the fully welded design 

of the body reduce the risk of leakages, wear and corrosion. The large size 

of the hopper means that fewer cycles of the crusher mechanism are 

needed, resulting in lower energy consumption and a longer product life. 

ENHANCED CONTROL

The GPM IV is equipped with a newly designed, robust control system 

that offers the driver a unique in-cab interface with the rear loader 

and its equipment. The control system can, of course, be optimised 

to suit the needs of every application.

THE WAY OF THE FUTURE

Growing concern for the environment, tougher restrictions, higher taxes, tighter budgets: 

the heavy goods transport sector is in need of new solutions. E-Force One AG is here 

to help, with an innovative, heavy-duty e-mobility portfolio and intelligent, all-embracing 

solutions for emission-free road haulage. Our tried and tested e-mobility range will 

transport you to a more cost-effective, sustainable future.
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MODEL

NMC-C, 800 V

BATTERY SIZES

Mini 120 kWh

Midi 190 kWh | Midi S 230 kWh

Maxi 260 kWh | Maxi S 310 kWh

AC NORMAL CHARGING

Up to 8 h @ 44 kW

DC FAST CHARGING CCS

<1 h @ 350 kW

EF26 KSF

26 tonnes

MODEL

GPM IV

HOPPER

2.4 m3

WIDTH

Standard 2.5 m

MOTOR

Hybrid synchronous motor

OUTPUT

max. 440 kW | max. 550 kW

BATTERY-TO-WHEEL EFFICIENCY

91%

CONSUMPTION URBAN

80–120 kWh | 100 km (26–44t)

RANGE, URBAN

Up to 350 km

BATTERY CHASSISDRIVE SYSTEM


